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&UNCTION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@ARSQ@BS   7ITHIN THE LAST  YEARS THE INTERNET HAS BECOME THE PRINCIPAL 
PLATFORM FOR THE DISSEMINATION AND MEDIATION OF THE CULTURE AND IDEOLOGY OF 
JIHADISM 4HE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF JIHADIST FORA WITH THEIR INCREASINGLY 
@HIGHEND PRODUCTION VALUES SOPHISTICATED CRITIQUES OF PREVAILING NARRATIVES 
AND OSTENSIVE ATTEMPTS AT IMPARTIALITY DO NOT OCCUR IN A VACUUM 4O A GREAT 
EXTENT THEY ARE REACTIVE THEIR RAISON DÐTRE SUPPLIED BY THE MAINSTREAM 
MEDIAS PERCEIVED COLLUSION WITH GOVERNMENTAL MIS	INFORMATION OR AT LEAST 
ITS UNCRITICAL ACCEPTANCE 4HE JIHADIST MEDIA ARE FAR FROM ALONE IN THESE 
CRITIQUES AND THERE HAS BEEN A GROWING CONVERGENCE OF INTERESTS WITH OTHER 
NONMAINSTREAM MEDIA OUTLETS WHICH ARE ALSO CHALLENGING CONVENTIONAL MODES 
OF MEDIATION 4HIS ARTICLE SEEKS TO EXPLORE THE FUNCTIONS OF THE NEW JIHADIST 
MEDIA THE WAYS IN WHICH IT IS GRANTED LEGITIMACY AND THE COMPELLING ISSUE OF 
RADICALIZING EFFICACY AND RECRUITMENT
JDXVNQCR   INTERNET )SLAMISM JIHADISM NEW MEDIA 
NEWS TERRORISM RADICALIZATION 
)NTRODUCTION
4HE SPECTRE OF A RETROGRADE PURITANICAL AND BELLIGERENT  IDEOLOGY MAY 
SEEM ANACHRONISTIC IN THE ST CENTURY (OWEVER JIHADISM AS OPPOSED TO 
THE CLASSICAL REIFIED CONCEPTION OF JIHAD	 IS A THOROUGHLY MODERN PHENOM
ENON 4HE INTERNET THAT MOST CONTEMPORARY OF MEDIA IS INCREASINGLY ITS 
MEDIUM OF CHOICE JIHADIST WEBSITES FORUMS AND BLOGS FLOURISH 0ROMINENT 
JIHADIST IDEOLOGUES SUCH AS !YMAN !L:AWAHIRI ARGUE THAT
7E MUST GET OUR MESSAGE ACROSS  TO  THE MASSES OF  THE NATION AND BREAK 
THE MEDIA SIEGE  IMPOSED ON THE  JIHAD MOVEMENT 4HIS  IS AN  INDEPENDENT 
BATTLE THAT WE MUST LAUNCH SIDE BY SIDE WITH THE MILITARY BATTLE !L:AWAHIRI 
	
4HE JIHADISTS MARGINALIZED STATUS VISÌVIS THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS 
A CONSEQUENCE OF WHAT (AMMOND 	 REFERS TO AS @THE MEDIA WAR ON 
TERRORISM "EMOANING THIS @MEDIA SIEGE THEY HAVE TURNED TO THE INTERNET 
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AS THEIR PRINCIPAL IDEOLOGICAL BATTLEFIELD 6IRTUAL PROPAGATION OF JIHADISM 
PROCEEDS APACE WITH AN EXPONENTIAL GROWTH IN JIHADIST WEBSITES FROM  
TO MORE THAN  WITHIN FIVE YEARS !TRAN 	 $ESPITE THE PRESSING 
NEED IN THE CURRENT SOCIOPOLITICAL CLIMATE TO UNDERSTAND THE ROLE OF THIS 
MEDIA IN POLITICAL RADICALIZATION THE ISSUES HAVE NOT YET BEEN ADEQUATELY 
ADDRESSED
4HE TERM JIHAD HAS BECOME A NEBULOUS POLITICALLYCHARGED CATCHWORD 
USED AND ABUSED IN DIFFERENT WAYS 5NDER  ITS OVERARCHING RUBRIC BOTH 
SYNONYMS AND QUALITATIVELY DIFFERENT TERMS ARE CONFLATED SUCH AS )SLAMISM 
JIHADISM FUNDAMENTALISM EXTREMISM RADICALISM MILITANT )SLAM AND 
TERRORISM 4HIS OBFUSCATES  THE NUANCES  INHERENT  TO  SUCH  TERMS 4HE 
PRIMARY DISTINCTION TO BE MADE IS BETWEEN TYPES OF )SLAMIST GROUPS WHERE 
@)SLAMISM IN THIS AUTHORS OWN DEFINITION	 REFERS TO THE RELIGION OF )SLAM 
INTERPRETED AND REFORMULATED AS A MODERN IDEOLOGY TO SUPPORT POLITICAL 
AND SOCIAL ACTIVISM OFTEN ALLIED WITH ATTAINING TEMPORAL POWER /N THE 
ONE HAND THERE ARE GENERAL )SLAMIST GROUPS SUCH AS THE (IZB UT4AHRIR OR 
THE CURRENT INCARNATION OF THE -USLIM "ROTHERHOOD /N THE OTHER HAND 
RADICAL )SLAMIST OR JIHADIST GROUPS ARE THOSE WHICH HAVE A PROPENSITY TOWARDS 
VIOLENCE OR PROMOTE VIOLENCE AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THEIR IDEOLOGY 4HIS 
ARTICLE DEALS WITH THE INTERNETBASED MEDIA PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 
OF THE LATTER TYPE OF GROUP
4HE INTERNET
7ITHIN THE LAST  YEARS THE INTERNET HAS BECOME THE PRINCIPAL PLATFORM FOR 
THE DISSEMINATION AND MEDIATION OF THE CULTURE AND IDEOLOGY OF JIHADISM 
!TRAN  "UNT  7EIMANN 	 3IX  INHERENT ATTRIBUTES OF 
THE INTERNET MAKE VIRTUAL FORUMS PARTICULARLY AMENABLE TO THE JIHADIST 
MEDIA ACCESSIBILITY AND COST ANONYMITY AND LACK OF CENSORSHIP SPEED AND 
IMMEDIACY SCOPE AND AUDIENCE REACH COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTIVITY 
AND MULTIMEDIA ENVIRONMENT
!CCESSIBILITY AND COST
! STANDARD TELEPHONE LINE AND A RUDIMENTARY PERSONAL COMPUTER 0#	 OR 
EVEN WIRELESS APPLICATION PROTOCOL 7!0	 ENABLED MOBILE PHONE	 ANY
WHERE IN THE WORLD WILL ENABLE ACCESS TO THE SAME VIRTUAL PLATFORMS AS THE 
MOST SOPHISTICATED OF EQUIPMENT )T IS RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE TO DEVELOP 
AND MAINTAIN A WEB PRESENCE 0RODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF VIRTUAL 
MEDIA ARE EASIER LESS EXPENSIVE AND MORE WIDELY ACCESSIBLE THAN OTHER 
MEDIA FORMS
!NONYMITY AND LACK OF CENSORSHIP
-ULTIPLE FREE WEBMAIL ADDRESSES AND ANONYMOUS POSTINGS ON FORUMS AND 
)NTERNET 2ELAY #HAT )2#	 SERVERS OFTEN RENDER COMMUNICATION PATHS 
UNTRACEABLE 4HE THEORETICAL  LACK OF CENSORSHIP IS ONE OF  THE  INTERNETS 
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MOST IMPORTANT ATTRIBUTES #ENSORSHIP IN CYBERSPACE IS DIFFICULT TO ENFORCE 
DUE TO THE PERMEABILITY OF INTERNATIONAL BORDERS ONLINE AND THE LACK OF A 
CENTRAL REGULATORY BODY !NONYMOUS PEERTOPEER 00	 NETWORKS  @)0 
INTERNET PROTOCOL	 MASKING SOFTWARE AND THE USE OF PROXY SERVERS ENABLE 
JIHADIST MEDIA TO BE ANONYMOUS AND UNCENSORED
3PEED AND IMMEDIACY
4HE SPEED OF COMMUNICATION AND PUBLICATION IS IN THEORY ONLY LIMITED 
BY THE SPEED OF THE NETWORKS OVER WHICH DATA IS TRANSMITTED 7EB CONTENT 
CAN BE UPDATED INSTANTANEOUSLY CONTINUOUSLY OR AD HOC 4HE TIME TAKEN 
TO IMPLEMENT CHANGES CAN BE THOUGHT OF AS AN INDIVIDUAL @TIME PACKET 
4HESE @TIME PACKETS CAN BE CONTIGUOUS 4HIS CONTRASTS WITH THE DISCRETE 
TIME PACKETS WITHIN WHICH TRADITIONAL MEDIA OPERATE FOR EXAMPLE A DAILY 
NEWSPAPER OPERATES WITHIN A HOUR TIME PACKET 4HE INTERNET ALSO AL
LOWS REALTIME PUBLICATION LIVE STREAMING VIDEO AND AUDIO CONTENT	
3COPE AND AUDIENCE REACH
! WEBSITES AMBIT UNLIKE OTHER MEDIA  IS SPATIALLY AND TEMPORALLY UN
RESTRICTED 0OTENTIAL AUDIENCES GEOGRAPHICALLY DIFFUSE	 CAN BE IMMENSE 
#ONTENT MAY BE ACCESSED AT ANY TIME 4HE POPULARITY OF VIRTUAL MEDIA IS 
ALSO LESS CONTINGENT UPON FINANCIAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS COMPARED 
WITH OTHER MEDIA FORMS 3MALL INDEPENDENT WEBSITES CAN COMPETE WITH 
THE  LARGEST  INTERNATIONAL NEWS MEDIA  FOR AUDIENCES AS  SEARCH ENGINE 
RESULTS OFTEN DEMONSTRATE
#OMMUNICATION AND INTERACTIVITY
! HYPERMEDIA INTERFACE FACILITATES USERDIRECTED MULTILINEAR NAVIGATION 
HIGHLY INDIVIDUALISTIC USERSPECIFIC PATTERNS OF MEDIA CONSUMPTION AND 
INTERACTIVITY OR AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION %MAIL FORUM AND MESSAGEBOARD 
POSTINGS AND )2# FACILITATE CHEAP INSTANTANEOUS COMMUNICATION REGARD
LESS OF PHYSICAL LOCATION
-ULTIMEDIA ENVIRONMENT
4EXT GRAPHICS ANIMATIONS AUDIO AND VIDEO ARE COMBINED FACILITATED BY THE 
USE OF HYPERLINKS AND A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE !LL MAY BE DOWNLOADED 
FOR FURTHER USE MODIFICATION OR SHARING WITH OTHER USERS
!UDIENCES OF VIRTUAL JIHADIST MEDIA
7EIMANN 	 SUGGESTS THAT @TERRORIST WEBSITES TARGET THREE DIFFERENT 
AUDIENCE PROFILES CURRENT AND POTENTIAL SUPPORTERS INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 
OPINION AND ENEMY PUBLICS 4HE PRESENT STUDY FOCUSES ON THE FIRST USER 
PROFILE )T IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THE MAKEUP OF VIRTUAL MEDIA 
AUDIENCES UNLESS USERS WILLINGLY DISCLOSE THIS INFORMATION !UDIENCE DEMO
GRAPHICS ARE DICTATED TO A LARGE DEGREE BY EXTRANEOUS FACTORS PERTAINING TO 
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THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE MEDIUM ITSELF ,EVELS OF INTERNET ACCESS AND AVAIL
ABILITY DISPLAY A MARKED DISPARITY BETWEEN REGIONS IT REMAINS INACCESSIBLE 
TO MUCH OF  THE DEVELOPING WORLDS POPULATION 5NITED .ATIONS $EVEL 
OPMENT 0ROJECT 5.$0	 	 7ITHIN COUNTRIES TECHNOLOGICAL BARRIERS 
RELATE TO AGE OR GENDER /FFICE FOR .ATIONAL 3TATISTICS B	 OR TO LINGUISTIC 
ECONOMIC OR ETHNIC CONSIDERATIONS 4HE LAST THREE FACTORS ARE PERTINENT TO 
THE -USLIM COMMUNITY IN "RITAIN THE MOST SOCIOECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED 
MINORITY ETHNIC GROUPING IN "RITAIN /FFICE FOR .ATIONAL 3TATISTICS A 
0EACH 	 !CCESS TO VIRTUAL FORUMS DEMANDS A CERTAIN LEVEL OF LITERACY 
ECONOMIC SUCCESS AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMPETENCE AND THEREFORE THE AUDI
ENCES IN THE PRESENT STUDY CANNOT BE CONSIDERED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
-USLIM POPULATION AT LARGE
4HE AUDIENCE PROFILE  IS  FURTHER  LIMITED BY THE CONTENT AVAILABLE  IN 
PARTICULAR ITS LINGUISTIC DEMANDS 4HE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF VIRTUAL 
JIHADIST FORUMS ARE PUBLISHED IN !RABIC ALONE 0AZ  5LPH A	 AND 
SO INACCESSIBLE TO A LARGE PROPORTION OF -USLIMS AS WELL AS OTHER INTERNET 
USERS "RITISH -USLIM AUDIENCES ARE PREDOMINANTLY 3OUTH !SIAN  
/FFICE FOR .ATIONAL 3TATISTICS A	 4HEREFORE THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO 
SPEAK 5RDU 0UNJABI OR "ENGALI THAN !RABIC 4HIS STUDY FOCUSES ON %NGLISH
LANGUAGE JIHADIST FORUMS AS THESE ARE READILY ACCESSIBLE TO "RITISH -USLIM 
AUDIENCES
6IRTUAL JIHADIST MEDIA
-ANY WEBSITES  FORUMS AND BLOGS CAN BE  IDENTIFIED AS HAVING THE PRO
MULGATION OF JIHADISM AS THEIR PRIMARY GOAL )T IS DIFFICULT TO KNOW IF THIS 
GENRE IS OVERREPRESENTED RELATIVE TO OTHER )SLAMIST OR )SLAMIC SITES 7EB
SITES CATERING TO AN %NGLISHLANGUAGE AUDIENCE CONSTITUTE A VERY SMALL 
PERCENTAGE OF THIS BODY OF MEDIA LESS THAN  PERCENT OF THE TOTAL 4HIS 
@UNDERREPRESENTATION IS EXACERBATED BY THE DISRUPTION OR REMOVAL OF SOME 
HIGHPROFILE %NGLISHLANGUAGE SITES SUCH AS THE SEMINAL !ZZAMCOM OR 
!LMUHAJIROUNNET OVER RECENT YEARS  )N  FACT ONE OF  THE MOST NOTABLE 
FEATURES OF VIRTUAL JIHADIST FORUMS IS THEIR EPHEMERALITY -ANY SITES DIS
APPEAR WITHIN WEEKS OR MONTHS THEN RESURFACE UNDER DIFFERENT NAMES AND 
WITH DIFFERENT INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS )30S	 3ITES CAN BE SUSPENDED 
BY )30S IF CONTENT IS DISCOVERED WHICH VIOLATES THEIR TERMS OF SERVICE IF 
SITE VISITORS COMPLAIN OR EVEN UNDER GOVERNMENTAL PRESSURE !NTIJIHADIST 
ORGANIZATIONS  SUCH AS  THE )NTERNET (AGANAH USE A  @NAME AND SHAME 
STRATEGY IDENTIFYING SITE HOSTS ADMINISTRATORS AND PARTICIPANTS AND THEN 
INFORMING THE )30 ABOUT THE MATERIAL IN QUESTION
! DETAILED EXAMINATION OF  THIS VAST CORPUS OF WEBSITES  FORUMS AND 
WEBLOGS BLOGS	 IS BEYOND THE PURVIEW OF THIS STUDY )NSTEAD IT WILL LOOK 
BRIEFLY AT THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FORUMS IDENTIFYING TRENDS AND FOCUSING 
ON A REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE OF EACH
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7EBSITES
*IHAD 5NSPUN WWWJIHADUNSPUNCOM	 IS ONE OF THE MOST PROFESSIONAL 
JIHADIST WEBSITES CURRENTLY PUBLISHED AND CERTAINLY THE MOST PROFESSIONAL 
%NGLISHLANGUAGE SITE WITH HIGH PRODUCTION VALUES AND A SOPHISTICATED 
INTERFACE THAT CATERS  FOR STREAMING AUDIO AND VIDEO DOWNLOAD CONTENT 
*IHAD 5NSPUN CLAIMS TO BE @THE LARGEST %NGLISH LANGUAGE SITE THAT REPORTS 
DAILY NEWS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS CONFLICT x AND TO TELL THE TRUTH ON THE 
SOCALLED WAR ON TERRORISM TO A DAILY READERSHIP IN EXCESS OF  )T 
IS IMPOSSIBLE TO VERIFY SUCH FIGURES BUT INDICATORS SUCH AS SEARCH ENGINE 
RANKINGS CONFIRM THE SITES POPULARITY
4HE SITE IS ORGANIZED IN TWO PARTS 4HE MAIN SITE SERVES AS A NEWS PROVIDER 
REPORTING DAILY ON THE @7AR ON 4ERROR THE CONFLICTS IN )RAQ !FGHANISTAN 
AND OTHER MAJOR CONFLICT ZONES AROUND THE WORLD 4WO PARALLEL NAVIGATION 
OR MENU BARS OFFER @MAINSTREAM NEWS TO THE LEFT OF THE SCREEN STORIES FROM 
CONVENTIONAL MEDIA SOURCES	 AND  @UNCENSORED NEWS  IN  THE RIGHTHAND 
COLUMN DIRECT REPORTS OCCASIONALLY OF THE VERY SAME INCIDENTS	 FROM THE 
FRONTLINES OF CONFLICT ZONES )TS SISTER SITE *USPLUS HTTPWWWJUSPLUS
COM	 OFFERS @PREMIUM CONTENT TO PAYING SUBSCRIBERS THE *53#LUB	 VIDEO 
CLIPS AND PHOTOGRAPHS OFTEN OF AN EXTREMELY GRAPHIC NATURE @LIVE FROM 
THE BATTLEFIELD x THAT SHOW THE REAL DESTRUCTION OF WAR *IHAD 5NSPUNS 
RATIONALE FOR HAVING THIS TWOTIERED SYSTEM IS CURIOUSLY REMINISCENT OF SITES 
OFFERING @HARD PORNOGRAPHIC MATERIAL TO SELECT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY
&ORUMS
4HE MOST RADICAL JIHADI FORUMS ARE PUBLISHED SOLELY IN !RABIC THERE ARE 
BETWEEN  AND  OF THEM 0AZ 	 .ON!RABIC SPEAKING AUDIENCES 
ARE NOT WELLCATERED FOR ONE OF THE FEW %NGLISHLANGUAGE FORUMS OF THIS TYPE 
IS -UJAHEDONNET WWWMUJAHEDONNETFORUMS	 *IHADIST FORUMS OFTEN 
SERVE MUCH THE SAME FUNCTION AS JIHADIST WEBSITES PROVIDING NEWS STORIES 
PROPAGANDA AND AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA FILES RELATING TO JIHADIST ACTIVITIES 4HE 
CRUCIAL DIFFERENCE IS THAT THE MATERIAL IS NOT PUBLISHED BY THE SITE ITSELF 
BUT CONTAINED WITHIN USERS POSTS 4HIS HAS IMPORTANT RAMIFICATIONS FOR 
THE SITES LIABILITY AS THE OPENING STATEMENT ON -UJAHEDONS HOMEPAGE 
MAKES CLEAR
4HE POSTINGS  IN THE DISCUSSION FORUMS DO NOT UNDERGO MONITORING AND DO 
NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT -UJAHEDONNET VIEWS -UJAHEDONNET CLAIMS ./ RE
SPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY TO THIRD PARTY LINKS OR IMAGES CONTAINED WITHIN USERS 
POSTS 7E DO NOT ENCOURAGE ANY KIND OF @TERRORISM AND WE FOLLOW 3WEDISH LAW 
AND ORDER IE FREEDOM OF SPEECH
3UCH DISCLAIMERS ARE IMPORTANT FOR WEBSITE OWNERS AND ADMINISTRATORS 
PARTICULARLY IN VIEW OF "ABAR !HMEDS PENDING EXTRADITION TO THE 53 FOR 
RUNNING THE 5+ JIHADIST MEDIA SITE !ZZAMCOM
&ORUMS ALSO SERVE AS A COMMUNICATIONS MEDIUM FOR THE GLOBAL JIHADIST 
MOVEMENT AND WIDER AUDIENCES SINCE ASIDE FROM FACILITATING THE DISCUSSION 
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AND DISSEMINATION OF NEW MATERIAL THEY ALSO ENABLE THE UNINITIATED TO DIS
COVER A CHANNEL FOR THE EXPRESSION OF DISCONTENT &ORUMS CAN PROVIDE MUCH 
MORE INFORMATION ON AUDIENCES THAN WEBSITES AS USERS ARE REQUIRED TO REGISTER 
BEFORE BEING GRANTED ACCESS TO THE CONTENT n THEREFORE IT IS POSSIBLE TO CON 
DUCT SOME FORM OF RUDIMENTARY ANALYSIS OF AUDIENCES &OR EXAMPLE AL
THOUGH IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DISCERN REAL GENDER RATIOS AROUND  PERCENT 
OF GENDERSPECIFIC USERNAMES WERE IDENTIFIED AS FEMALE #ONSUMPTION OF 
JIHADIST MEDIA HAS OFTEN BEEN ASSUMED TO BE THE REALM OF YOUNG -USLIM 
MALES ALONE SO THIS IS AN INTRIGUING FINDING
4HE -UJAHEDON  FORUM FIRST  APPEARED ON  /CTOBER  AND HAS 
GROWN STEADILY !S AT  *UNE   MEMBERS WERE LISTED WITH SOME 
 POSTS BETWEEN THEM !N ANALYSIS OF USER ACTIVITY REVEALS THAT THE 
VAST MAJORITY 	 HAVE NEVER POSTED ON THE FORUMS THEY ARE PASSIVE OR 
CASUAL USERS  PERCENT HAVE POSTED AT LEAST ONCE  PERCENT  OR MORE 
TIMES  PERCENT  OR MORE TIMES ! SMALL BUT VOCAL ACTIVE CORE POSTS 
NEW CONTENT INITIATES DEBATES AND RESPONDS TO QUESTIONS POSED BY NEW
COMERS 4HE DIVISION BETWEEN PASSIVE AND ACTIVE USERS IS PERPETUATED BY 
THE FACT THAT THE FORUM IS SET UP HIERARCHICALLY AND VARIOUS SUBFORUMS ARE 
ONLY AVAILABLE TO VETERAN MEMBERS
)2# CHANNELS
)2# CHANNELS DIFFER  FROM DISCUSSION FORUMS IN THAT  THEY ARE TRANSIENT 
AND PROVIDE NO ARCHIVE OF CONTENT 4HIS EPHEMERALITY CAN BE AN ATTRACTIVE 
OPTION FOR JIHADISTS KEEN TO AVOID LEAVING INCRIMINATING EVIDENCE OF THEIR 
ACTIVITIES 4HE SPIRITUAL LEADER OF THE NOW DEFUNCT AL-UHAJIROUN /MAR 
"AKRI -OHAMMED REGULARLY COMMUNICATED WITH HIS FOLLOWERS VIA LIVE 
WEBCASTS ON  THE 0ALTALK NETWORK WWWPALTALKCOM	 PRIOR  TO HIS DE
PARTURE FROM "RITAIN 4HE NIGHTLY BROADCASTS FOLLOWED BY QUESTION AND 
ANSWER SESSIONS WERE SOMETIMES ATTENDED BY  REGULAR USERS AND OTHER 
GUESTS ALTHOUGH THE NUMBER WAS OFTEN FAR SMALLER 4OWARDS THE END OF 
 AND IN EARLY  FOLLOWING THE INVALIDATION OF VARIOUS )SLAMISTS 
@COVENANT OF SECURITY WITH "RITAIN "AKRI -OHAMMEDS MESSAGES BECAME 
INCREASINGLY HARDLINE !S REPORTED IN 4HE 4IMES HE EXHORTED LISTENERS 
TO JOIN !L1AEDA 
!L1AEDA AND ALL  ITS BRANCHES AND ORGANISATIONS OF  THE WORLD  THAT  IS  THE 
VICTORIOUS GROUP AND THEY HAVE THE EMIR AND YOU ARE OBLIGED TO JOIN 4HERE 
IS NO NEED TO MESS ABOUT x THESE PEOPLE THE MARTYRS ARE CALLING YOU AND 
SHOUTING TO YOU FROM FAR DISTANT PLACES @AL*IHAD AL*IHAD THEY SAY TO YOU 
MY DEAR -USLIM BROTHERS  @7HERE IS YOUR WEAPON WHERE IS YOUR WEAPON 
#OME ON TO THE JIHAD /.EILL AND ,APPIN  	
$ESPITE HIS FIERY RHETORIC AND NOTORIETY HE HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN FAIRLY 
RESERVED IN HIS PUBLIC EXHORTATIONS TO VIOLENCE AND JIHAD SHREWDLY CIRCUM
VENTING LAWS ON INCITING RACIAL HATRED OR SOLICITING MURDER 4HESE MES
SAGES WERE SURPRISINGLY CANDID
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7EB  BLOGS SOCIAL NETWORKING AND FILESHARING PLATFORMS
7EB  IS AN UMBRELLA TERM FOR VARIOUS SECONDGENERATION SERVICES AVAIL 
ABLE ON THE WEB WHERE USERS CONTRIBUTE AS EASILY AS THEY CONSUME TOOLS AND 
PROJECTS FOSTERING COLLABORATION AND PARTICIPATION SUCH AS @7IKI PROJECTS 
FILESHARING PORTALS PODCASTS PERSONAL  SPACES  SOCIAL NETWORKING  SITES 
AND THE @BLOGOSPHERE "LOGGING TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN AVAILABLE FOR MORE 
THAN A DECADE AND ITS GROWTH IS WELL DOCUMENTED !LAVI  $AVIS 
 'ILMOR  'ILMOR AND 0ERRY 	 )NEVITABLY BLOGS HAVE BEEN 
EMPLOYED IN THE PROPAGATION AND DISSEMINATION OF JIHADISM 4HE FORM 
ADOPTED IS  INCREDIBLY DIVERSE  FROM INDIVIDUALS WHO SEEK TO DEBATE THE 
MERITS OF JIHADIST IDEOLOGY SUCH AS @.INJABI A FEMALE BLOGGER WHO POSTED 
!BDULLAH !ZZAMS SEMINAL ESSAY  FATWA	 @$EFENCE OF THE -USLIM ,ANDS 
4HE &IRST /BLIGATION !FTER )MAN &AITH  	  HTTPISLAMINSPIRES
BLOGSPOTCOM	  TO  LARGE  JIHADIST ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS  THE -UJAHIDEEN 
3HURA #OUNCIL AN UMBRELLA GROUP WHOSE VIRTUAL ACTIVITIES ARE CONDUCTED 
PRINCIPALLY FROM THEIR BLOG WWWALBAYANATBLOGSPOTCOM	
&ILESHARING PLATFORMS HAVE GREATLY FACILITATED THE WIDER DISSEMINATION 
OF  @JIHADIST CONTENT 9OU4UBE WHICH ALLOWS USERS TO SHARE VIDEO FILES 
HOSTS MANY JIHADIST VIDEOS 4HE PROFILE OF USER @)SLAMIC JIHADIST CONTAINS 
AN IMAGE OF THE 4WIN 4OWERS ABLAZE AND THE INFAMOUS QUOTE FROM /SAMA 
BIN ,ADEN @4HESE YOUTH LOVE DEATH AS YOU LOVE LIFE 4HIS USER PROVIDES 
VERY FEW VIDEOS BUT COMPILES AN ARCHIVE OF OTHER USERS JIHADIST CONTENT 
INCLUDING VIDEOS OF  @*UBA THE NOTORIOUS "AGHDAD SNIPER OF 53 TROOPS	 
AND IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE ATTACKS ON COALITION CONVOYS 4HE USER 
COMMENTS SECTION IS INDICATIVE OF THE AUDIENCE PROFILE #URIOUSLY IT CON
TAINS NO CONTRIBUTIONS FROM JIHADIST SYMPATHIZERS OR SUPPORTERS 4HE VAST 
MAJORITY OF COMMENTS ARE DENUNCIATORY FOR EXAMPLE @IF YOUR ;SIC= READY 
FOR MARTYRDOM OUR MILITARY WILL BE MORE THAN HAPPY TO KILL YOU &AG AND 
@DEATH TO SAND NIGGA )N FAR GREATER NUMBERS USERS SUCH AS @7ARRIORS 0AIN 
POST NUMEROUS PROCOALITION VIDEOS SOME GRAPHICALLY DEPICTING CASUALTIES 
SUFFERED BY @INSURGENTS AND TERRORISTS )NDEED USER COMMENTS SUGGEST THAT 
USERS SUCH AS @)SLAMIC *IHADIST ARE PRINCIPALLY REACTING TO THE PREPONDERANCE 
OF PATRIOTICALLY @GUNG HO VIDEOS MANY FROM 53 MARINES (OWEVER THE 
DEBATE IS FAR FROM MONOLITHIC 4HE BULK OF JIHADIST CONTENT IS NOT POSTED 
BY SUPPORTERS OR  SYMPATHIZERS 4HE HIGHLY PROLIFIC USER  @,IZARD!LIEN 
HAS UPLOADED AROUND  VIDEOS MOSTLY FROM THE CONFLICTS  IN )RAQ AND 
#HECHNYA WHICH DEPICT BOTH SIDES INSURGENT VIDEOS OF IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE 
DEVICE ATTACKS ON COALITION TROOPS ARE JUXTAPOSED WITH 53 MILITARY VIDEOS 
OF !PACHE GUNSHIPS KILLING INSURGENTS
/RKUT AN @INVITATIONONLY SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITE WHICH ALLOWS USERS 
TO CREATE PERSONAL PROFILES AND ASSOCIATE WITH OTHERS WITH SIMILAR INTER 
ESTS HOSTS AROUND EIGHT JIHADIST COMMUNITIES /NE BY THE NAME OF !L 1AEDA 
 MEMBERS	 IS DESCRIBED AS @THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PEOPLE WHO CAN GO 
TO ANY LENGTHS TO BRING FREEDOM AND JUSTICE ON EARTH !T4AWHID WAL
*IHAD  MEMBERS	 IS 
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE )SLAM )SLAMIC *IHAD AND !L 1AEDA x 4HE MUJAHIDEEN OF 
THIS MOVEMENT ARE FIGHTING AGAINST !MERICAN TERROR IN )RAQ )T IS A BRANCH OF 
!L 1AEDA AND LED BY A GREAT -USLIM -UJAHID !BU -ASAB !L:ARQAWI 7E 
WELCOME THE -USLIM -UJAHIDEEN HERE
4HESE COMMUNITIES SERVE AS CENTRAL HUBS WHERE LIKEMINDED %NGLISH
SPEAKING INDIVIDUALS CAN SHARE JIHADIST VIDEOS AND PICTURES OF COALITION 
CASUALTIES EXCHANGE MESSAGES AND READ %NGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF JIHADIST 
COMMUNIQUÏS OFTEN LONG BEFORE THEY BECOME AVAILABLE IN %NGLISH ANY
WHERE ELSE
&UNCTIONS
*IHADIST FORUMS SERVE FOUR KEY INTERRELATED FUNCTIONS NEWS PROPAGANDA 
TRAINING AND EXPRESSION
.EWS
-ANY JIHADIST FORUMS CONSIDER THEIR NEWS COVERAGE TO BE AN IMPORTANT 
PART OF THEIR RAISON DÐTRE PARTICULARLY AS EXISTING COVERAGE OF -USLIM CON
FLICTS IS DEEMED TO BE UNREPRESENTATIVE AND SKEWED TOWARDS THEIR OPPONENTS 
VIEWPOINTS 0RIOR  TO  ITS CLOSURE  IN  !ZZAM 0UBLICATIONS DESCRIBED 
ITSELF AS  @AN INDEPENDENT MEDIA ORGANIZATION PROVIDING AUTHENTIC NEWS 
AND INFORMATION ABOUT *IHAD AND THE &OREIGN -UJAHIDEEN EVERYWHERE 
! NUMBER OF SITES SUCH AS *IHADUNSPUNCOM AND )SLAMMEMOCC WWW
)SLAMMEMOCC	 OPERATE SOLELY AS NEWS OUTLETS
0ROPAGANDA
0ERHAPS  THE MOST  IMPORTANT  ROLE OF VIRTUAL  FORUMS  IS  THE UNCENSORED 
PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION OF THE IDEOLOGY AND CULTURE OF JIHADISM 
4HIS  RANGES  FROM THE  IDEOLOGICAL  TREATISES AND THEOLOGICAL  @EVIDENCES 
UNDERPINNING THE CULTURE OF JIHAD AND @OFFICIAL STATEMENTS AND COMMUNIQUÏS 
FROM JIHADIST GROUPS AND LEADERS TO THE CIRCULATION OF @ACTS OF JIHAD SUCH 
AS GRAPHIC VIDEOS OF BEHEADINGS OR IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE ATTACKS 
ON COALITION TARGETS IN )RAQ
4RAINING
!SIDE FROM PROPAGATING IDEOLOGY VIRTUAL FORUMS ALSO PROVIDE THE MEANS 
THROUGH WHICH THOSE WITH THE  INCLINATION MAY ACTUALIZE  THEIR  JIHADIST 
ASPIRATIONS ! PLETHORA OF  TECHNICAL AND MILITARY MANUALS  SUCH AS  THE 
NOTORIOUS -AWSUAT AL)DAD  %NCYCLOPAEDIA OF 0REPARATION	 ARE WIDELY 
AVAILABLE 4HEY COVER TOPICS AS DIVERSE AS HOSTAGE KIDNAPPING WEAPONRY 
MANUFACTURE AND DEPLOYMENT GUERRILLA WARFARE TRAINING AND TACTICS AND 
BOMBMAKING &OR EXAMPLE  THE MANUFACTURE OF ACETONE PEROXIDE  THE 
SUBSTANCE ALLEGEDLY USED IN THE  *ULY AND  *ULY ATTACKS IN ,ONDON IS 
TREATED COMPREHENSIVELY IN THE ONLINE !L!QSA %NCYCLOPAEDIA AVAILABLE ON 
SOME JIHADIST WEBSITES EG HTTPELAQSAISLAMCOM%XPLOHTML	
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%XPRESSION
)T IS WIDELY KNOWN THAT JIHADIST FORUMS ARE USED BY CERTAIN AUDIENCES IN 
THEIR PURSUIT OF VIOLENCE OR TERRORISMRELATED ACTIVITIES 7EIMANN 	 
4HIS RELATIONSHIP IS INCONTROVERTIBLE IN SOME CASES BUT LESS OFTEN RECOG
NIZED IS THAT FOR OTHER LESS HARDLINE AUDIENCES JIHADIST FORUMS MAY SERVE 
AN IMPORTANT FUNCTION IN SUBSUMING DIVERSE STRAINS OF POLITICAL ACTIVISM 
UNREST AND DISSENT AND PROVIDE A CONDUIT AND FRAMEWORK FOR ITS NONVIOLENT 
EXPRESSION 4HEY CAN HAVE A CATHARTIC FUNCTION ALLOWING AUDIENCES TO VENT 
THEIR ANGER AND FRUSTRATION WITHOUT RESORTING TO VIOLENT MEANS SIMILAR 
TO THE ROLE PLAYED BY !L*AZEERA WITH -IDDLE%ASTERN AUDIENCES AS POSITED 
BY :AYANI 	 2ELEVANT FORMS OF EXPRESSION INCLUDE ENGAGING IN DIA
LOGUE AND DEBATE WITH OTHER MEMBERS SUCH AS THE PERENNIAL DEBATES OVER 
THE LEGITIMACY OF TARGETING CIVILIANS OR OTHER )SLAMIC SECTS	 OR EVEN VENT
ING ONES FRUSTRATION THROUGH CREATIVE MEANS SUCH AS POETRY &OR EXAMPLE 
+HALID A MEMBER OF  THE -UJAHEDON FORUM SUBMITTED  THE FOLLOWING 
POEM WHICH HIGHLIGHTS TO OTHER MEMBERS HIS EMPATHY WITH THE UMMA AS 
A VICTIM OF OPPRESSION AND ALLUDES TO HIS MORAL QUANDARY IN BEING UNABLE 
TO MATCH HIS HUMANISTIC ASPIRATIONS WITH ACTIONS
7HEN  )  SEE  A -USLIM &ATHER BEING (UMILIATED  IT  IS MY &ATHER BEING 
(UMILIATED
7HEN ) SEE A -USLIM -OTHER (ARASSED IT IS MY -OTHER BEING (ARASSED
7HEN )  SEE A -USLIM "ROTHER BEING 0ERSECUTED  IT  IS MY "ROTHER BEING 
0ERSECUTED
7HEN ) SEE A -USLIM 3ISTER BEING "EAT IT IS MY 3ISTER BEING "EAT
7HEN ) SEE A -USLIM 3ON BEING -URDERED IT IS MY 3ON BEING -URDERED
7HEN  )  SEE  A -USLIM $AUGHTER BEING 2APED  IT  IS MY $AUGHTER BEING 
2APED
) CAN NO LONGER )GNORE THE #RIES OF MY FAMILY
) CAN NO LONGER 7ATCH MY FAMILY ENDLESSLY 3UFFER
) CAN NO LONGER 3EE MY FAMILY BE 3LAUGHTERED AND DO .OTHING
7HAT WOULD ) 4ELL !,,!( ON THE $AY OF *UDGMENT
4HAT ) 7OULDNT (ELP THEM OR THAT ) #OULDNT 3AVE THEM
) WILL NOT HAVE  THEIR "LOOD ON MY (ANDS  HTTPWWWMUJAHEDONNET
FORUMSINDEXPHPSHOWFORUM ACCESSED  3EPTEMBER 	
,EGITIMACY
,EGITIMACY IS CRUCIAL FOR ANY MEDIA SOURCE WHICH ASPIRES TO CREDIBILITY 
4HIS HOLDS PARTICULARLY TRUE FOR JIHADIST SOURCES WHICH EXIST TO CHALLENGE 
THE HEGEMONY OF MAINSTREAM MEDIA *IHADIST WEBSITES ATTEMPT TO GAIN 
LEGITIMACY IN DIVERSE WAYS !WARE OF THE EASE OF ACCESS TO OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS 
AND ALTERNATIVE ACCOUNTS AND THE INCREASING COMPETENCY OF MEDIASAVVY 
AUDIENCES MANY OSTENSIBLY CHAMPION IMPARTIALITY AND AUDIENCE DISCRETION 
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&OR EXAMPLE  THE !LHESBAH  SITE  WWWALHESBAHORG	 WHOSE PRIMARY 
FUNCTION IS TO HOST ITS POPULAR JIHADIST FORUM PURPORTS TO BE AN IMPARTIAL 
NEWS PORTAL )TS HOMEPAGE IS EMBLAZONED WITH LARGE PROFESSIONAL HYPERTEXT 
BANNER LINKS TO MAINSTREAM NEWS MEDIA OUTLETS REFERRED TO AS @!LHESBAHS 
MEDIA PARTNERS )T IS IMPORTANT FOR JIHADIST FORUMS TO APPEAR TO BE @TELLING 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY 4HE -UJAHEDON FORUM CONTAINS PROMINENT 
LINKS TO THE OFFICIAL )RAQ #OALITION #ASUALTY #OUNT WEBSITE HTTPICASUALTIES
ORGOIF	 DESPITE THE FACT THAT JIHADIST SOURCES DISPARAGE THESE FIGURES AS 
INACCURATE AND DESIGNED TO DOWNPLAY  THE  TRUE COALITION CASUALTY COST 
3IMILARLY AND DESPITE THE PATENT PROPAGANDA OF SOME OF ITS ARTICLES *IHAD 
5NSPUN HIGHLIGHTS ITS IMPARTIALITY BY PRESENTING MAINSTREAM MEDIA REPORTS 
IN AN UNBIASED WAY AND THEN CONTRASTING THEM WITH JIHADIST REPORTS BACKED 
UP BY SELECTIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC OR VIDEO EVIDENCE	 INVITING ITS AUDIENCES TO 
DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN ITS @TRUTH AND OTHERS @CENSORED ACCOUNTS 4HIS LEAVES 
*IHAD 5NSPUN LESS OPEN TO ACCUSATIONS OF BIAS AND PROPAGANDA IRONICALLY 
SHIFTING THE ONUS FOR OBJECTIVITY ONTO THE MAINSTREAM NEWS MEDIA OUTLETS 
WHICH FAIL  TO REPRESENT  JIHADIST VIEWPOINTS AND ARE DEPICTED AS  TOEING 
THE OFFICIAL COALITION LINE AS WITH EMBEDDED JOURNALISM IN THE )RAQ 7AR 
(AMMOND  +ULL  0INTAK 	
#ONTRASTING THE INHERENT BIAS AND CENSORSHIP OF WESTERN OR MAINSTREAM 
SOURCES WITH THE UNCENSORED IMPARTIALITY OF  JIHADIST SOURCES  THIS MORE 
SOPHISTICATED BRAND OF JIHADIST MEDIA RECEIVES FURTHER BOOSTS TO ITS POTENCY 
AND LEGITIMACY FROM THE CONSPICUOUS ABSENCE OF COMMENSURATE REPORTS 
FROM @)SLAMIC CONFLICT ZONES WITHIN THE MAINSTREAM WESTERN MEDIA 7HERE 
THERE IS SUCH COVERAGE IT USUALLY LACKS GRAPHIC PORTRAYALS OF VIOLENCE AND 
ITS AFTERMATH REINFORCING THE PERCEPTION THAT THE WESTERN MEDIA PRESENTS AT 
BEST A CENSORED SANITIZED VERSION OF CONFLICT FAILING TO ADMIT REAL -USLIM 
SUFFERING n OR AT WORST THAT IT IS SOMEHOW COMPLICIT IN THE EVENTS -ANY 
JIHADIST AND INSURGENCY GROUPS IN )RAQ SHREWDLY EXPLOIT THIS GLARING ABSENCE 
OF COVERAGE BY COLLECTING AND COMPILING DATA AND FOOTAGE EG DISPATCHING 
CAMERAMEN ALONGSIDE COMBATANTS	 IN ORDER TO BACK UP THEIR OWN CLAIMS AND 
REFUTE THOSE OF THE COALITION AND MAINSTREAM MEDIA )NTERNATIONAL #RISIS 
'ROUP 	
3OPHISTICATED DESIGN AND PRODUCTION VALUES OFTEN CONTRIBUTE DISPRO
PORTIONATELY TO PERCEPTIONS OF THE QUALITY AND LEGITIMACY OF CONTENT ! RECENT 
DEVELOPMENT IS THE ADVENT OF ONLINE STREAMING VIDEO NEWS PROGRAMMES 
SUCH AS THE WEEKLY 3AWT AL+HILAFAH 6OICE OF THE #ALIPHATE	 @DEDICATED 
TO THE LEADERS OF !L1AEDA THE )SLAMIC ARMIES IN #HECHNYA +ASHMIR AND 
THE !RABIAN 0ENINSULA A HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL MINUTE NEWS ROUNDUP 
WITH A STUDIO ANCHOR )NDICATIONS OF POPULARITY AND PRESTIGE ALSO HELP TO 
ENSURE THAT CLAIMS ARE ACCORDED GREATER CREDIBILITY THUS A SEARCH FOR THE 
TERM @JIHAD ON 'OOGLE  !PRIL 	 RETURNS SEARCH RESULTS THAT FEATURE 
*IHAD 5NSPUN AT POSITIONS FOUR AND FIVE WHICH IS NO MEAN FEAT )NDEED 
*IHAD 5NSPUN HAS EVEN BEEN  INCLUDED  IN 'OOGLE .EWS AS A BONA FIDE 
@NEWS PROVIDER MUCH TO THE CHAGRIN OF 53 OFFICIALS AND ANTIJIHADIST CIVIC 
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GROUPS  *IHAD 5NSPUNS PROFESSIONALISM EXTENDS  TO APPEARING  TO  TAKE 
GREAT PAINS IN DETERMINING THE AUTHENTICITY OF MATERIAL )T ELECTED NOT TO 
PRINT AN ALLEGED 53 CASUALTY PHOTOGRAPH FROM THE !L!NSAAR NEWS AGENCY 
WHICH HAD BEEN CIRCULATING ON A NUMBER OF  JIHADIST  FORUMS ON  THE 
GROUNDS THAT IT WAS FALSELY @DOCTORED .OT CONTENT WITH @PROVING THE FALSITY 
OF THE IMAGE BY DRAWING ATTENTION TO ITS INCORRECT PERSPECTIVE AND MULTIPLE 
RESOLUTIONS  IT GENERATED  ITS OWN COMPOSITE  IMAGE BASED ON  THE  SAME 
ORIGINAL PRESENTING IT ALONGSIDE BOTH !L!NSAARS IMAGE AND THE ORIGINAL 
PHOTOGRAPH FROM #.. ILLUSTRATING HOW EASILY SUCH MANIPULATION COULD 
BE ACHIEVED
2ADICALIZING EFFICACY
-ANY COMMENTATORS HAVE SUGGESTED  THAT  THE PRIMARY  INSPIRATION FOR 
JIHADISM AMONG DIASPORIC COMMUNITIES MAY BE FOUND ON THE  INTERNET 
!TRAN  !WAN  3ULEAMAN  5LPH A B	 4HE 
PRESENT STUDY ALONG WITH OTHERS !TRAN  %EDLE  ,AST AND +ANDEL 
 5LPH A @5SING -ODERN 4ECHNOLOGY TO 3ELL *IHADISM  
7EIMANN 	 HAS ATTEMPTED TO DESCRIBE THE VARIED CONTOURS OF VIRTUAL 
JIHADIST MEDIA AND THEIR PUTATIVE AUDIENCE PROFILES BUT  THEIR EFFICACY 
IN ACTUAL RADICALIZATION IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN IN MOST CASES 
-UCH OF  THE MATERIAL  THAT  THEY PRODUCE CONSTITUTES PROPAGANDA AND 
AIMS AT INDOCTRINATION SOME JIHADIST GROUPS ARE WELL AWARE OF THE INTER
NETS POTENTIAL RADICALIZING EFFICACY AND APPEAR TO BE EXPLICITLY FOCUSING 
THEIR ENERGIES UPON VIRTUAL RADICALIZATION AND RECRUITMENT 4HE 'LOBAL 
)SLAMIC -EDIA &RONT RECENTLY WROTE
4HIS  IS  THE  INTERNET  THAT !LLAH HAS ENLISTED  IN  THE SERVICE OF  JIHAD AND OF 
THE MUJAHIDEEN WHICH HAS COME TO SERVE YOUR  INTERESTS n GIVEN THAT HALF 
THE BATTLE OF THE MUJAHIDEEN IS BEING WAGED ON THE PAGES OF THE INTERNET n THE 
SOLE OUTLET FOR MUJAHIDEEN MEDIA QUOTED IN 5LPH B 	
! RECENT POSTING ON THE AL(ESBAH FORUM BY THE 'LOBAL )SLAMIC -EDIA 
&RONT ENTITLED THE @0LEDGE OF $EATH IN 'ODS 0ATH WENT FURTHER AND RE
QUESTED A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE BAYAH	 FROM SITE VISITORS IN THE HOPE THAT 
THEY MIGHT BE PREPARED TO ENGAGE IN JIHAD AND SWEAR
ALLEGIANCE TO DEATH x IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE x SO THAT /SAMA BIN ,ADEN WILL 
HAVE AN ARMY IN !FGHANISTAN AN ARMY IN )RAQ AND A HUGE ARMY ON A WAITING 
LIST ON THE INTERNET PAGES QUOTED IN 5LPH B n	
 4HIS RECRUITMENT DRIVE  IS NOT SOLELY MILITARISTIC  IN RESPONSE TO  THE 
@MEDIA WAR AND THE IDEOLOGICAL BATTLE BEING WAGED THE 'LOBAL )SLAMIC 
-EDIA &RONT RECENTLY ADVERTISED @VACANT POSITIONS FOR THOSE WISHING TO HELP 
WITH THE  @MEDIA  JIHAD BY PRODUCING VIDEOS AND ASSEMBLING FOOTAGE OF 
JIHADISTS IN )RAQ ,A 'UARDIA 	
)N OTHER RECRUITMENT BIDS MANY FORUMS LIST THE EXPLOITS AND @GLORIOUS 
MARTYRDOMS OF THOSE SLAIN IN THE GLOBAL ARENA OF  JIHAD -ESSAGES FROM 
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LEADERS SUCH AS THIS FROM !BU -USAB !L:ARQAWI ATTEMPT TO STIR AUDIENCES 
INTO ACTION AND ARE DISSEMINATED WIDELY ON JIHADIST FORUMS VIA TRANSLATIONS 
INTO %NGLISH AND OTHER LANGUAGES
4HIS IS A CALL TO ALL THE 3UNNIS IN )RAQ !WAKEN FROM YOUR SLUMBER AND ARISE 
FROM YOUR APATHY 9OU HAVE SLEPT FOR A LONG TIME 4HE WHEELS OF THE WAR TO 
ANNIHILATE THE 3UNNIS HAVE NOT AND WILL NOT HALT )T WILL REACH THE HOMES OF 
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU UNLESS !LLAH DECIDES OTHERWISE )F YOU DO NOT JOIN 
THE MUJAHIDEEN TO DEFEND YOUR RELIGION AND HONOR BY !LLAH  SORROW AND 
REGRET WILL BE YOUR LOT BUT ONLY AFTER ALL IS LOST -IDDLE %AST -EDIA 2ESEARCH 
)NSTITUTE 	
4HIS RECRUITMENT DRIVE IS PROVING FRUITFUL THERE IS CLEAR EVIDENCE OF 
THE ROLE PLAYED BY VIRTUAL JIHADIST FORUMS IN RADICALIZATION IN A NUMBER 
OF CASES 4HE  -ADRID TRAIN BOMBINGS ARE PRIME EXAMPLES 4HE INTERNET 
TEXT @)RAQI *IHAD (OPES AND $ANGERS CITED IN #ONGRESO DE LOS $EPUTADOS 
-ADRID 	 SUGGESTED THAT STRATEGIC BOMBING OF TRAINS WOULD COMPEL 
3PAINS WITHDRAWAL FROM THE 53LED COALITION IN )RAQ AND IS THOUGHT TO HAVE 
BEEN SEMINAL TO THE ACTIONS OF THE PERPETRATORS 3IMILARLY (USSEIN /SMAN 
A DEFENDANT IN THE  *ULY  ,ONDON @BOMB PLOT TRIAL	 STATED TO )TALIAN 
INVESTIGATORS  THAT HIS GROUP REGULARLY WATCHED VIDEOS OF  THE CONFLICT 
IN )RAQ AND USED THE INTERNET TO @READ UP ON JIHAD (E DENIED ANY DIRECT LINKS 
TO !L1AEDA BUT ADMITTED TO UTILIZING THEIR ONLINE PLATFORMS %LLIOTT ET AL 
	 /FFICIAL REPORTS ON THE  *ULY ,ONDON SUICIDE BOMBINGS ALSO NOTED 
IN A GENERAL WAY NOT DIRECTLY REFERRING TO THOSE ATTACKS	 THAT THE INTERNET 
WAS BECOMING A VALUABLE TOOL FOR EXTREMISTS BEING USED FOR PROPAGANDA 
AS WELL AS TRAINING AND GROOMING POTENTIAL RECRUITS THROUGH CHATROOMS 
(OME /FFICE  )NTELLIGENCE AND 3ECURITY #OMMITTEE 	
-ORE RECENTLY A TERRORIST PLOT INVOLVING  YOUNG #ANADIAN -USLIMS WAS 
FOILED BY THE #ANADIAN 3ECURITY )NTELLIGENCE 3ERVICE AFTER SURVEILLANCE OF 
A CHATROOM IN  WHERE INFLAMMATORY ANTIWESTERN RHETORIC IS THOUGHT 
TO HAVE PRECIPITATED A @HOMEGROWN BOMB PLOT 6AN 2IJN 	 9ET EVEN 
IN SUCH CASES WHERE THE USE OF INTERNET COMMUNICATION APPEARS AS PRIMA 
FACIE EVIDENCE OF ITS ROLE IN RADICALIZATION THE INTERNET ONLY SEEMS TO HAVE 
PROVIDED THE INITIAL IMPETUS THE PLOT QUICKLY BECAME MORE CONVENTIONAL 
IN TERMS OF PLANNING AND ACTUALIZATION EG GROUP MEETINGS AT A @TRAINING 
CAMP IN NORTHERN /NTARIO	
$ESPITE LIMITED EVIDENCE FOR INTERNET RADICALIZATION IN SUCH CASES IT IS 
DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN THE DEGREE TO WHICH VIRTUAL JIHADIST FORUMS INFLUENCE 
WIDER AUDIENCES AND USERS &OR ALL WE KNOW THEY MAY BE PROVERBIALLY 
@PREACHING TO THE CONVERTED #ERTAINLY /MAR "AKRI -OHAMMEDS NIGHTLY 
)2# SESSIONS SOLELY TARGETED THE SMALL CÙTERIE OF HIS FOLLOWERS WITH LITTLE 
ATTEMPT TO REACH A WIDER AUDIENCE 4HE BULK OF MESSAGES POSTED ON THE 
-UJAHEDON FORUMS ORIGINATE WITH A VERY SMALL CORE GROUP OF ACTIVE USERS 
 PERCENT ARE PASSIVE OR CASUAL USERS 3OME ANALYSTS DOUBT WHETHER EX
POSURE TO THE INTERNET CAN @TURN ANYONE INTO A TERRORIST ARGUING THAT AS AN 
ELECTIVE MEDIUM IT IS MORE LIKELY TO REINFORCE EXISTING WORLDVIEWS THAN 
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TO RADICALIZE 3CHANZER QUOTED IN 3HANE 	 )T IS ALLURINGLY SIMPLE TO 
BLAME THE INTERNET BUT JIHADIST MATERIAL HAS LONG BEEN WIDELY AVAILABLE 
IN OTHER MEDIA FORMATS &OR EXAMPLE !ZZAM 0UBLICATIONS ONE OF THE MOST 
PROLIFIC AND WELLKNOWN JIHADIST MEDIA PRODUCERS ON THE INTERNET PRIOR TO 
ITS CLOSURE IN  OPERATED FOR MANY YEARS AS A PRINT PUBLISHING HOUSE IN 
,ONDON 3IMILARLY THE -AKTABAH !L!NSAAR BOOKSHOP IN "IRMINGHAM 
WHICH ALSO DOUBLES AS AN @)SLAMIC NEWS AGENCY HAS BEEN PROVIDING JIHADIST 
VIDEOS SINCE AS EARLY AS  PROVIDING EVIDENCE OF -USLIM PERSECUTION 
AROUND THE WORLD AND CHRONICLING ITS COROLLARY THE RISE AND EXPLOITS OF 
-UJAHIDEEN IN !FGHANISTAN "OSNIA #HECHNYA +ASHMIR AND 0ALESTINE 
&OGGO 	 4HIS TYPE OF PUBLICATION WAS THOUGHT TO CATER TO A SPECIFIC 
AUDIENCE AND WAS NOT GENERALLY DEEMED TO POSE A THREAT 4HE SHOP WAS 
RAIDED UNDER THE 0REVENTION OF 4ERRORISM !CT  IN &EBRUARY  BUT 
NO CHARGES WERE BROUGHT	
6IRTUAL JIHADIST MEDIA AS PART OF THE ALTERNATIVE  
NEWS PARADIGM
4HE JIHADIST MEDIA FULFIL  SOME OF THE SAME FUNCTIONS AS PARTICULARISTIC 
ETHNIC MEDIA )F ONE  IGNORES  THE EXTREME AND SOMETIMES VIOLENT  TONE 
AND CONTENT OF JIHADIST SOURCES THEY ARE OFTEN CONCERNED WITH THE SAME 
ISSUES AND  TOPICS DEEMED  IMPORTANT BY MAINSTREAM "RITISH -USLIM 
NEWS MEDIA SUCH AS THE )SLAM #HANNEL AND PUBLICATIONS SUCH AS -USLIM 
7EEKLY -USLIM .EWS AND 1.EWS )N DIASPORIC -USLIM COMMUNITIES IN 
"RITAIN AND ELSEWHERE  THE CONSUMPTION OF ALTERNATIVE NEWS MEDIA  IS 
OFTEN BASED UPON MISTRUST AND CYNICISM TOWARDS @WESTERN NEWS !HMED 
 'ILLESPIE ET AL 	 AND THUS MOTIVATIONS FOR PRODUCTION AS WELL 
AS CONTENT CONVERGE IN BOTH CASES
)N ADDITION JIHADIST WEBSITES OFTEN CONVERGE WITH NON-USLIM SOURCES 
ALTHOUGH  IN MORE  LIMITED WAYS -ANY MAINSTREAM WEBSITES  SUCH AS 
7ELFARE 3TATE FOR  THE 2ICH WWWWELFARESTATECOM 4RUTH AND *USTICE 
WWWTRUTHSEEKERCOUK AND ,OOSE #HANGE WWWLOOSECHANGECOM	 SUP
PORT @CONSPIRACY THEORIES A STAPLE OF SOME JIHADIST MEDIA !NOTHER SHARED 
ASPECT IS EXTREME AUDIOVISUAL CONTENT SUCH AS THE IMAGES AND VIDEOS OF 
BEHEADINGS CIVILIAN CASUALTIES AND OTHER GRAPHIC VIOLENCE ALSO A STAPLE OF 
@GORE SITES LIKE ,IVE ,EAK FORMERLY /GRISHCOM WWWLIVELEAKCOMOGR	 
AND 2OTTENCOM WWWROTTENCOM	 4HE VIDEO BEHEADING OF .ICK "ERG 
WAS DOWNLOADED  FROM /GRISH A  STAGGERING  MILLION  TIMES  4ALBOT 
	 GRANTING THE MATERIAL A FAR HIGHER PROFILE THAN COULD POSSIBLY HAVE 
BEEN ENVISAGED BY THE PERPETRATORS AND IMMEDIATE DISSEMINATORS 3IMI
LARLY -YPETJAWA HTTPMYPETJAWAMUNU	 A POLEMICAL BLOG CRITICIZING 
AND SATIRIZING )SLAMIC TRADITIONS AND BELIEFS HOSTS A COMPLETE STILL AND 
VIDEO ARCHIVE OF EVERY )RAQI BEHEADING VIDEO RELEASED TO DATE ALONGSIDE 
MEMORIALS TO THE VICTIMS HTTPMYPETJAWAMUNUARCHIVESPHP	 
!TTEMPTING TO LOCATE THE SAME MATERIAL ON JIHADIST FORUMS ALONE PARTICULARLY 
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FOR LESSER KNOWN KIDNAPPING VICTIMS IN )RAQ WOULD PROVE CONSIDERABLY 
MORE DIFFICULT
#ONTENTSHARING PLATFORMS CAN ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO THE WIDER AVAILABILITY 
OF JIHADIST MEDIA 4HE POPULAR JIHADISTINSPIRED RAP VIDEO @$IRTY +UFFAR 
BY THE 5+ GROUP 3HEIKH 4ERRA AND THE 3OUL 3ALAH #REW HAS BEEN HOSTED ON 
A VERY SMALL NUMBER OF JIHADIST FORUMS INCLUDING 4AJDEED HTTPTAJDEED
ORGUK	 4HE VIDEO HAS NOT GAINED WIDESPREAD ACCLAIM OR NOTORIETY THROUGH 
THE JIHADIST COMMUNITY WHO ARE MOST LIKELY TO CONSIDER IT AMATEURISH AND 
PERHAPS EVEN OFFENSIVE IN USING WESTERNSTYLE RAP MUSIC )NSTEAD IT HAS 
RELIED UPON MORE MAINSTREAM PLATFORMS TO GAIN A FAIRLY HIGH PROFILE SUCH AS 
0UTFILE 'OOGLE 6IDEO AND 9OU4UBE
4HE JIHADIST MEDIA CHIEFLY CONVERGE WITH NONJIHADIST SOURCES IN PRE
SENTING ALTERNATIVE NARRATIVES AND PARADIGMS TO THOSE OF THE MAINSTREAM 
MEDIA AND PARTICULARLY THOSE ORIGINATING WITH COALITION FORCES OR THE 53 AD 
MINISTRATION -ANY WEBSITES AND BLOGS ARE INTENSELY CRITICAL OF MAINSTREAM 
MEDIA @COLLUSION WITH THE COALITION WHICH THEY SEE EXEMPLIFIED BY THE 
STATEMENT OF #"3 NEWS ANCHOR $AN 2ATHER @7HEN MY COUNTRYS AT WAR 
) WANT MY COUNTRY TO WIN THERE IS AN INHERENT BIAS IN THE !MERICAN MEDIA 
QUOTED IN 0INTAK  	 3ITES CLAIMING TO PRESENT THE @FULLER PIC
TURE WHERE MANY STORIES BEAR SOME RESEMBLANCE TO JIHADIST MEDIA RE 
PORTS  INCLUDE 7HATREALLYHAPPENEDCOM WWWWHATREALLYHAPPENED
COM	 4HE 4RUTH 3EEKER WWWTHETRUTHSEEKERCOUK	 )RAQ "ODY #OUNT 
WWWIRAQBODYCOUNTNET	 AND )NFORMATIONCLEARINGHOUSECOM HTTP 
INFORMATIONCLEARINGHOUSECOM	 &OR EXAMPLE IN $ECEMBER  A NUM
BER OF JIHADIST WEBSITES REPORTED THAT AN INSURGENCY ATTACK AGAINST !BU 
'HRAIB PRISON HAD BEEN SPARKED BY A LETTER FROM A FEMALE INMATE NAMED 
&ATIMA HAVING BEEN WRITTEN IN HER OWN BLOOD AND SMUGGLED OUT OF THE 
PRISON 4HE NOW INFAMOUS @&ATIMAS LETTER IN WHICH SHE REPORTED HAVING 
BEEN RAPED REPEATEDLY ALONG WITH  OTHER WOMEN WAS SUBSEQUENTLY 
CIRCULATED VIA MANY OTHER SITES AND EMAIL LISTS 4HE 53 3TATE $EPARTMENT 
CONTINUES TO DENY THE ALLEGATIONS CLAIMING THAT NO SEXUAL ASSAULT UPON 
FEMALE DETAINEES EVER OCCURRED AT  THE PRISON AND THAT THE  LETTER WAS A 
COMPLETE FABRICATION 53 3TATE $EPARTMENT 	 (OWEVER THE RAPE OF 
FEMALE DETAINEES AT !BU 'HRAIB IS WELL DOCUMENTED 'LAISTER AND "ORGER 
 (ARDING A B 7ILKINSON 	 4HE 53 MILITARYS OFFICIAL 
INVESTIGATION INTO THE !BU 'HRAIB SCANDAL THE 4AGUBA 2EPORT IDENTIFIED 
RAPE AS ONE OF THE MANY ABUSES THAT HAD TAKEN PLACE DISCONCERTINGLY OPTING 
TO DESCRIBE IT AS  @A MALE -0 GUARD HAVING SEX WITH A FEMALE DETAINEE 
4AGUBA  	 ! COLLECTION OF  PHOTOS AND VIDEO STILLS DEPICTING 
ABUSE AT !BU 'HRAIB NEVER RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC BUT SHOWN TO MEMBERS 
OF #ONGRESS HOLDS FURTHER EVIDENCE OF SEXUAL ABUSE OF FEMALE DETAINEES 
'LAISTER AND "ORGER 	
7HETHER OR NOT &ATIMAS SPECIFIC STORY IS APOCRYPHAL IS LESS SIGNIFICANT 
THAN THE FACT THAT SEXUAL ABUSE OF WOMEN PRISONERS HAD TAKEN PLACE AND 
THUS THE STORY WAS QUICKLY ABLE TO GAIN CURRENCY IN THE CONTEXT OF GROWING 
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MISTRUST OF NEWS AND PROPAGANDA ORIGINATING WITH THE 53 ADMINISTRATION 
AND COALITION FORCES AND BE DISSEMINATED BY WHAT ARE VIEWED AS ITS PROXIES 
THE MAINSTREAM NEWS AGENCIES  (AMMOND  )NTERNATIONAL #RISIS 
'ROUP  +ULL  0INTAK 	 4HIS MISTRUST HAS MANY ROOTS !S 
WELL AS SUSPICIONS OVER THE TRUE MOTIVES FOR THE INVASION OF )RAQ AND DAMNING 
INDICTMENTS OF THE 53 AND COALITION PARTNERS IN LIGHT OF THE LURID EXCESSES 
WITNESSED AT 'UANTANAMO "AY !BU 'HRAIB AND ELSEWHERE EVIDENCE OF 
FALSIFICATION CONCEALMENT OR INFILTRATION OF UNTRUE @NEWS INTO THE MAIN
STREAM MEDIA HAS UNDERMINED TRUST %XAMPLES  INCLUDE THE 0ENTAGONS 
FICTITIOUS ACCOUNT OF THE @HEROIC RESCUE OF 0RIVATE *ESSICA ,YNCH FROM AL
.ASIRIYAH ,LOYD0ARRY 	 FALSE COALITION CLAIMS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
@UPRISING IN "ASRA (AMMOND 	 THE CLAIM THAT WHITE PHOSPHORUS 
WAS USED ONLY FOR ILLUMINATION PURPOSES IN THE ASSAULT ON &ALLUJAH AND 
SUBSEQUENT ADMISSION THAT IT WAS USED INDISCRIMINATELY AS AN INCENDIARY 
WEAPON ""# .EWS 	 OR THE DENIAL THAT NAPALM WAS USED IN )RAQ 
AND SUBSEQUENT ADMISSION OF THE USE OF -+ BOMBS THE MORE DEADLY 
SUCCESSOR TO NAPALM "ROWN 	
0ERCEPTIONS OF HYPOCRISY AND DOUBLE STANDARDS HAVE BEEN DETRIMENTAL 
TO BOTH THE COALITIONS CLAIM TO THE MORAL HIGH GROUND AND THE CREDIBILITY 
OF MAINSTREAM NEWS MEDIA )MAGES OF !BU -USAB AL:ARQAWIS BLOODIED 
CORPSE ARE PARADED IN MISSION BRIEFINGS WHILE IMAGES OF DEAD COALITION 
SOLDIERS ON !L*AZEERA SPARK MORAL OUTRAGE 4HE 53 ADMINISTRATION EXTOLLS 
THE VIRTUES OF FREEDOM OF THE PRESS AND SPEECH WHILE APPARENTLY UNABLE TO 
TOLERATE ALTERNATIVE VIEWPOINTS AS EPITOMIZED BY ITS SUSTAINED @WAR ON !L
*AZEERA THE +ABUL OFFICE BOMBED IN  BOMB ATTACKS ON ITS JOURNALISTS 
HOTEL AND THE KILLING OF 4AREQ !YOUH IN "AGHDAD IN  THE IMPRISON
ING OF SEVERAL CORRESPONDENTS THE ATTEMPTED BAN ON REPORTING FROM )RAQ 
AND THE MOOTED BOMBING OF THE 1ATAR HEADQUARTERS ACCORDING TO A LEAKED 
MEMO OF  3CAHILL 	 "ESIDE SUCH ATTEMPTS TO DETER REPORTING 
FROM THE OTHER SIDE +NIGHTLEY 	 GOVERNMENTMADE TELEVISION NEWS 
SEGMENTS HAVE BEEN FOUND TO CONSTITUTE  IMPROPER  @COVERT PROPAGANDA 
BY THE &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS #OMMISSION "ARSTOW AND 3TEIN 	 
!LL SUCH ACTIONS EXACERBATE DISTRUST AND GRANT ALTERNATIVE PARADIGMS AND 
NARRATIVES FAR GREATER LEGITIMACY /VERALL THE @ADOPTION OF JIHADIST STORIES 
BY NONJIHADIST AND NON-USLIM MEDIA HAS HAD A CONSIDERABLE EFFECT IN 
COUNTERING THE MARGINALIZATION OF JIHADIST VOICES
#ONCLUSION
4HE IDEOLOGICAL CONFLICT THAT UNDERLIES THE GLOBAL @7AR ON 4ERROR IS IN 
CREASINGLY CONDUCTED ON THE INTERNET BATTLEFIELD 6IRTUAL FORUMS ARE REC
OGNIZED AS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT @FRONTS 4HE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF 
)SLAMOJIHADIST WEBSITES n FORUMS AND BLOGS WITH INCREASINGLY @HIGHEND 
PRODUCTION VALUES  SOPHISTICATED CRITIQUES OF PREVAILING NARRATIVES AND 
OSTENSIVE ATTEMPTS AT  IMPARTIALITY n DOES NOT OCCUR  IN A VACUUM 4O A 
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GREAT EXTENT THEY ARE REACTIVE THEIR RAISON DÐTRE SUPPLIED BY THE MAINSTREAM 
MEDIAS PERCEIVED COLLUSION WITH GOVERNMENTAL MIS	INFORMATION n OR AT 
LEAST THEIR UNCRITICAL ACCEPTANCE OF IT 4HE JIHADIST MEDIA ARE FAR FROM ALONE 
IN THESE CRITIQUES AND THERE HAS BEEN A GROWING CONVERGENCE OF INTERESTS 
WITH OTHER NONMAINSTREAM MEDIA OUTLETS 4HE GENERAL PROLIFERATION OF 
SOURCES OF NEWS INFORMATION AND COMMENTARY COUPLED WITH INCREASINGLY 
MEDIASAVVY AUDIENCES WHO ARE FAR LESS LIKELY TO ACCEPT THE VERACITY OF ANY 
ONE NARRATIVE AND MORE LIKELY TO EVINCE DISSATISFACTION WITH CONVENTIONAL 
MODES OF MEDIATION IS CHALLENGING @MEDIA IMPERIALISM 3ONWALKAR 	 
)N ADDITION WEB  APPLICATIONS HAVE HELPED THE  JIHADIST MESSAGE TO 
GAIN WIDER CIRCULATION AND SIGNIFICANTLY OUTSIDE OF ITS TRADITIONAL AMBIT 
4HIS HAS PROVED CRUCIAL JIHADIST MEDIA FORUMS ARE NO LONGER THE PROVERBIAL 
@LONE VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS
*IHADIST FORUMS REPRESENT SOMETHING OF A CHALLENGE FOR WESTERN GOV
ERNMENTS -UCH HAS BEEN MADE OF THE RADICALIZING EFFECTS OF JIHADISM ON 
THE INTERNET BUT THIS IS PROVING TO BE A @RED HERRING 6IEWING AND SURFING 
HABITS ARE NO INDICATION OF EXTREMIST PROCLIVITIES OR TERRORIST INCLINATIONS 
)N MANY CASES INDEED THE VAST MAJORITY OF CASES IN THIS AUTHORS OPINION	 
JIHADIST FORUMS ARE COMPLETELY INNOCUOUS AND ACTUALLY SERVE A CATHARTIC 
ROLE 4HEIR RADICALIZING EFFECTS HAVE BEEN VASTLY OVERINFLATED BY MEDIA AND 
SCHOLARS ALIKE PARTICULARLY IN DISCUSSIONS OF WESTERN DIASPORIC AUDIENCES 
&OR ONE THING IT IS NOT EASY TO FIND HIGHQUALITY %NGLISHLANGUAGE JIHADIST 
SITES -ORE IMPORTANTLY DESPITE WIDESPREAD DISSATISFACTION WITH WESTERN 
FOREIGN POLICY AMONG "RITISH -USLIMS &/3)3  'UARDIAN)#- 
 9OU'OV 	 WHICH IMPLIES SHARING MANY OF THE GRIEVANCES OF 
GLOBAL JIHADISM THE ACTUAL RESORT TO JIHADISM IS NEGLIGIBLE NUMERICALLY 
4HE CURRENT STATE OF  JIHADISMS APPEAL IS PERHAPS BEST  INDICATED BY THE 
TITLE OF AN ARTICLE ON *IHAD 5NSPUN BY THE +ASHMIRI JIHADIST !BU 5SAMA 
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$ESPITE THIS LAMENT RADICALIZATION IS A GROWING PROBLEM AMONG DIASPORIC 
-USLIM YOUTH "UT THIS COMPLEX AND MULTIFACETED PROCESS HAS NUMEROUS 
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 	 AND IT IS REDUCTIVE IN THE EXTREME TO 
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MEDIA EFFECTS -ORE SUBTLE AND NUANCED UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN  JIHADIST MEDIA AND  THEIR AUDIENCES ARE NEEDED 4HE ANCIENT 
'RECO2OMAN PRACTICE OF BLAMING THE MESSENGER FOR BAD TIDINGS WITHOUT 
CONSIDERING THE NATURE OF THE MESSAGE OR THE REASONS BEHIND ITS APPEAL WILL 
PROVE TO BE LAMENTABLY SHORTSIGHTED IN THE FIGHT AGAINST RADICALIZATION
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